
PERK DETAILS 
Please share some details about your perk so we can list/promote it appropriately… 

PERK NAME The name of your perk, if applicable, i.e., “Rain Dance Gift Set.” Shorter is sweeter as IndieGoGo limits characters!

RETAIL VALUE 
($USD) 

What do you normally sell this for (or 
what is it worth)?

PERK PRICE ($USD) 
Perks are usually “deals” for contributors—at what 
contribution level/cost may we offer this perk to 
our campaign contributors? We recommend at 

least 10% off.

# TO MAKE AVAILABLE 
TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS 

How many of this perk may we offer 
through the campaign?

DESCRIPTION  Please tell us about the perk. Descriptions are limited to <300 characters.  
NOTE: We will likely edit language to match the tone of existing perks in the campaign and include additional details about film-

associated items. Please understand that there are also limitations associated with IndieGoGo’s platform that may inform how your perk 
is listed, how it appears, or how long it is visible on the campaign page.

SHIPPING LOCATIONS 
(for tangible goods, indicate where you’ll ship, please)

ASSOCIATED SHIPPING COST* ($USD) 
*Shipping costs are added to individual contributions on IndieGoGo. 
When funds are released to us for individual perks, we pass any 
associated shipping monies on to you to offset the cost of packaging/
shipping.

❑ United States

❑ Australia

❑ Canada

❑ United Kingdom

❑ European Union

❑ OTHER:

IMAGE   If you have a photo or image (png or jpg file) we may 
use to promote your perk, please send it as an attachment with this 
completed form and provide the file name below.. Recommended 
size is 640 X 480 pixels; there is a 320 X 240 pixel minimum.

LINKS & CONNECTIONS Please share links/
resources we should include/tag in promos (i.e., web 
pages with more info, your Facebook or Twitter pages(s), 
etc.)


